The new compact & precise
®

Unguator EMP
The newly designed
Unguator EMP
Introduce compounding into your practice with the help
of the Unguator EMP. This enhanced electronic mortar
and pestle offers quick and consistent preparations while
maintaining quality and minimizing contamination. This
unit allows the operator to simply, yet effectively, mix
topical compounds with the push of a button.
Simply weigh your ingredients into the Unguator Jar and
mount it to the machine to be mixed. Next, select your
mix duration and your speed settings and press start. The
automated mix will then begin.
While the mix is running, you can take this time to do
other valuable tasks within your pharmacy. Once the mix
is complete, remove the jar from the machine, put your
prescription label on the jar, and give the prescription to
the patient. It’s that simple!
The Unguator product line features a wide variety of jars
and accessories to help achieve your desired results with
the right combination of equipment.
For an in-depth look at the Unguator product line, please
visit www.letcomedical.com
facebook.com/letcomedical
linkedin.com/company/letco-medical

Unguator® EMP

The EMP takes you for a spin
Created from the highest quality parts, the Unguator® uses
sturdy variable mixing motors that keep speed fluctuations to
a minimum and ensures consistent preparations every time.
The Unguator® EMP technology offers a very quick and
reliable system for creating batch sizes from 15 mL up to
500 mL. This mixing technology offers a closed system that
optimizes the results of your formulation mixes plus minimizes
cross-contamination and waste.
The Unguator® mixing blades were designed to “sweep” the
inner chamber wall of the jar to maximize particle reduction.
They offer a sharp leading edge to act as a grinding
mechanism and to ensure product homogeneity.
The Unguator® product line also offers a patented push up
bottom jar which serves unique functions throughout the
mixing process.
The Unguator® Jars can be used for the following:
• Measuring unit
• Mixing chamber
• Storage container
• Unique dispensing jar
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